Abstract. Bellman, Kalaba, and Lockett recently proposed a numerical method for inverting the Laplace transform. The method consists in first reducing the infinite interval of integration to a finite one by a preliminary substitution of variables, and then employing an n-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula to reduce the inversion problem (approximately) to that of solving a system of n linear algebraic equations. Luke suggests the possibility of using Gauss-Jacobi quadrature (with parameters a and ß) in place of Gauss-Legendre quadrature, and in particular raises the question whether a judicious choice of the parameters a, ß may have a beneficial influence on the condition of the linear system of equations. The object of this note is to investigate the condition number cond On, a, ß) of this system as a function of n, a, and ß. It is found that cond (n, a, ß) is usually larger than cond On, ß, a) if ß > a, at least asymptotically as n -> °°. Lower bounds for cond On, a, ß) are obtained together with their asymptotic behavior as n -> °°. Sharper bounds are derived in the special cases a = ß, n odd, and a -ß = ± §, n arbitrary. There is also a short table of cond On, a, ß) for a, ß = -.8(.2)0, .5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ß 5Í a, and 71 -5, 10, 20, 40. The general conclusion is that cond (n, a, ß) grows at a rate which is something like a constant times (3 + V 8)", where the constant depends on a and ß, varies relatively slowly as a function of a, ß, and appears to be smallest near a = ß = -1. For quadrature rules with equidistant points the condition grows like (2V2/3tt)8". ■ where Xi are the zeros of the shifted Legendre polynomical p"(x) = Pni2x -1) and Wi the associated weight factors. Letting y i = wigix/), the method thus boils down to solving the system of linear algebraic equations
T.x,kyi = Fik+1), ik = 0, 1,2, ••.,»-1).
i=l
In reviewing the work of Bellman et al., Y. L. Luke [8] generalizes their approach by employing the substitution x = e~vt Ov > 0) in (1.1), and by using Jacobi polynomials in place of Legendre polynomials. This again leads to a system of equations (1.4) where now Xi are the zeros of the shifted Jacobi polynomial pniaß)ix) = PJa^i2x -1), and F(fc + 1) on the right must be replaced by F((fc + l)v).
The system (1.4) can be solved analytically in a number of ways, the coefficient matrix being a Vandermonde matrix. However, as noted in [4] , the ill-conditioned character of the system may well require high-precision calculations, especially if n is fairly large. Luke [8] raises the question of whether or not "the detrimental effects of ill-conditioning can be removed or mitigated by the use of other choices of a and ß" (other than a = ß = 0). The purpose of this note is to give a detailed answer to this question.
We first obtain a closed expression for the condition number of the coefficient matrix in (1.4). In Section 3 we compare the condition number for pnia,ß) with that for pnw'a) and find that the former is usually larger than the latter if ß > a, at least asymptotically as n -» oo. Section 4 contains a short table of the condition number for p"(a^>, where a, ß = -.8(.2)0, .5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ß ^ a, and n = 5, 10, 20, 40.
Section 5 exhibits lower bounds for the condition number, together with their asymptotic behavior. Sharper results are obtained in Section 6 in the case a = ß, n odd, and in Section 7 for general n, and a = ß = =t|. For comparison we consider in Section 8 the case of equidistant abscissas x(. The general conclusion is that the condition number grows at a rate which is something like a constant times (3 + V8)n [(2 V2/3ir)8™ for equidistant abscissas], where the constant depends on a and ß and varies relatively slowly as a function of a and ß. As expected, there is no escape from ill-conditioning, which, after all, only reflects the fact that the original inversion problem (1.1) is not well posed (cf., in this connection, [1] , [2] , [3] , [9] , [11] , [13] , [14] ). In [5] we have shown that under the assumptions made,
Combining (2.3) and (2.4), and rewriting (2.4) in terms of pn and its derivative, we obtain (2.5)
3. We now let p" be the shifted Jacobi polynomial pnia,ß)ix) = Pnia-ß)i2x -1), a > -1, ß > -1. We first show that
where the constant -yn depends on a and ß. Indeed, it is well known that
In particular, if Xi is a zero of pn(a-ß) then £,-= 1 -x% is a zero of pniß,a). Therefore,
and since \ < (1 + z)/(2 -a;) < 2 for 0 < x < 1, it follows that min {(1 + sOlpw^'frOI} = -min {(1 + ïdlPn^'iï.)]} , h < 7» < 2 .
Consequently, by (2.5),
which is equivalent to (3.1). Noting that [10, p. 194 ]
we obtain from (3.1),
Our computations (cf. Section 4) have revealed that in most cases the minimum in (2.5) is assumed for x{ near \ (though not necessarily closest to \), so that in these cases 7" = 1. Taking this into account it appears from (3.4) that for n sufficiently large the condition number for p"(a-0) is greater than that for pn^-a) if ß > a. As was observed by computation this remains generally true for smaller values of n as well (typically for those of Table 1 ), although in a few instances in the region -1 < a, ß < 0, ß > a, it was found that cond. [F(p"("'S))] is slightly less than cond. [F(p"(«-a>)].
4. In order to compute the condition number in (2.5) for pnix) -pnla,ß)ix), we make use of the fact that these polynomials satisfy the orthogonality relation 1 í 2 -A aT = Y\l~ 02r + a + ß)02r + a + ß + 2)} ' {v " 1} '
The zeros of pAOx) may now be computed from (4.2) by a combination of Newton's method and successive deflation as described in [6, p. 261]. Hence the condition number of V0pn) can be computed directly from (2.5) for any value of a and ß. Selected results* are shown in Table 1 . (The numbers in parentheses denote the powers of 10 by which the preceding numbers are to be multiplied.) For reasons indicated at the end of Section 3 we restrict our tabulation to the region ß ^ a. The results in Table 1 indicate that cond. [F(p"(a'ô))] for fixed a is an increasing function of ß, if -1 < a ^ 0, and changes from a decreasing to an increasing function as ß varies from -1 to a, if a > 0. There is thus a "valley" of low condition number extending approximately (and more or less independently of n) along the line ß = -1 + 2a/7, as was determined by additional calculations. Along this valley, as well as along the diagonal a = ß, and near the line ß = -1, the condition number increases with a and thus appears to be smallest near a = ß = -1. OSl^l * In the range -1 < or g 3, -1 < 0 £ 3, ß ¿ a, and for n = 5 and n = 8, the zeros of pn(«, ß) (x) gg computed were checked against those tabulated in [7] , Disagreement never exceeded one unit of the last (eighth) significant digit. For n = 40, successive deflation was used only for the first 20 zeros. The remaining zeros were obtained from the original polynomial by Newton's method and a simple search procedure. The powers of n appearing in (5.5), (5.6) are due to the crudeness of the inequality (5.2) and do not reflect the true asymptotic behavior of cond. [V ip,A,S))]. In fact, if Xi is restricted to a closed interval in the interior of [0, 1] (e.g., i such that Xi is the smallest zero of pn(a'ö) larger than or equal to §), then it is known [10, p. 237] that (5.7) [pnla'ß)'ixi)\^n1/2, (n-* -o), the symbol ~ meaning that the ratio of the left-hand and right-hand expression remains between certain positive bounds depending only on a and ß. It thus follows from (2.5) and (3.3) that
If, as all numerical evidence indicates, the points at which the minimum in (2.5) is assumed remain in a closed interval inside the open interval (0, 1) as n -> », then inequality in (5.8) may be replaced by equality.
6. Considerably sharper bounds can be had if a = ß. We thus consider Pnix) = cA\2x -i) = r(Ltrfarin +*» iV"1/2'"1/2)(2* -1/, a > -\ , and for convenience we assume that n is odd. Then, by symmetry, Xi = \ for some i = io, so that for this zero, Pn'ixi0) = pn'ih) = 2C"(*)'(0) = 2(n + 2<7 -l)CS2i(0) .
Since
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use rt(') /r,>, _ / i\(n-i)/2 Tjjn + 2a -l)/2) , . The corresponding analysis for even n appears to be rather more difficult, for general <r > - §, and we shall not pursue this any further. If a = 0, or a = 1, then (6.4) remains valid for general n, as will be seen in the next section.
7. The cases a = ß = ±5 merit special attention since the Jacobi polynomials then reduce to Chebyshev polynomials (of the first and second kind), the zeros and weight factors of which are known explicitly. The function /(0) = (3 + cos 0)/sin 0 has a unique minimum in the interval (0, ?r) which is assumed at 0 = 60, where cos 60 = -1/3, i.e. 60 -ir/2 + .340. Let i = i0 be such that 7r/2 | í¡, < 0O. (The existence of io is trivial if n is odd, and if n is even is assured whenever n > A.) Since/(0<o) iS fOjr/2) = 3, we obtain il + Xia)\Pn'ixA\ g3n, and thus, by (2.5) and (7.1),
in agreement with the case <r = 0 of (6.4). Consider, next, a = ß = %, i.e. p"(x) = Uni2x -1). Here we have 
